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DVB-S vs. DVB-T
Recently your editor has exchanged correspondence with Peter, VK3BFG, and Art,
WA8RMC, trying to debug some DVB-S receiver issues Peter was having. In the
process, I brought up using DVB-T vs. DVB-S. I am reprinting comments from Art on
the subject. Art is definitely the expert on the subject. His ATCO repeater, WR8ATV,
in Columbus, Ohio was the first in the USA to go digital way back in 2004 and it was
with DVB-S. More recently he also added DVB-T capability to it. Here are Art's views
on the subject. I also recommend checking out the ATCO web site at www.atco.tv.
We have had DVB-S on 1288 MHz on our repeater since early 2004. DVB-S was the
only one available at the time. It has and still is serving us well.
We added DVB-T on 434 MHz about 2013. It also is serving us well.
Both DVB-S and DVB-T seem to be roughly equal in reception.
We tested DVB-S on 1288 MHz in 2004 for multipath and doppler. It is good for mobile
reception up to at least 60 miles per hour (and no speeding tickets).
Multipath is not an issue, for the most part, for flat terrain. Mountainous areas report
issues with DVB-S not seen for DVB-T.
Large urban localities work well with DVB-S among tall city buildings. Occasional
dropouts do occur. Same for DVB-T.
DVB-T is more complex so the latency is usually longer than for DVB-S.
The receiver lock-in time is usually longer for DVB-T because of the more complex error
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correction.
The DVB-T transmitter cannot be driven as hard as DVB-S. Therefore, more DVB-S
transmitter power can be produced resulting in about 3-4 dB more signal.
DVB-T requires more transmitter linearity.
DVB-T receivers are more available now. Ten years back the Satellite receiver selection
at Hamfests made DVB-S the better selection.
DVB-T transmitters are now available at HiDes so the transmitter selection is easier.
Summary: Everything considered, DVB-S and DVB-T are about equal but receiver
availability may dictate the final choice. Jim, your area probably is better using DVB-T
because of the mountains. Otherwise, gain antennas normally solve the multipath issue.
We have both DVB-S and DVB-T in the ATCO repeater. However, they are not on the
same band. Shortly, I'll put a DVB-S transmitter on 70cm so we can make an accurate
comparison between the two. Right now, COVID-19 is preventing repeater access for
such work. (Emergency work only). Peter, keep your DVB-S if it is working well in
your area.
73 de Art. WA8RMC

DVB-S MODULATOR ???
I have asked this question before, but still have not gotten a good answer. Are there any
modulators out there for DVB-S, that compare to what we can get from Hi-Des for DVBT?
The comparison Hi-Des model would be the HV-320E or perhaps the 310E. The
criteria would be:
1.
Complete stand-alone unit for an "Appliance Operator".
2.
Not require a computer for support during operation. OK for initial set-up.
3.
Frequency coverage of at least the amateur 70cm & 23cm bands.
4.
Operate on selectable bandwidths from 6 or 8 MHz down to at least 2 MHz and
preferably even lower.
5.
Support high-definition (1080P) at least for wider bandwidths.
6.
Have both HDMI (hi-def) and composite video (std. def.) + stereo audio inputs.
7.
Small size. No 19" rack mount units.
8.
+12Vdc operation
9.
Low cost of less than $500, preferably even lower.
Whenever I do a Google search for "DVB-S modulators" all I ever find are expensive ($
$$), 19" rack mount units intended for commercial, satellite up-link transmitters. -- or
Google offers many different DVB-T, not -S, modulators.
Art's, WA8RMC, answer to this question is ---- "I know of only one DVB-S modulator
stand alone unit. It is the DATV-Express board coupled with a Raspberry Pi. It's called
Portsdown from BATC and is a kit. I don't recommend it now because of lack of
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documentation and assembly. I guess the true answer to the above is "NO" The one the
BATC has is NOT plug and play, far from it."
Does anyone else have an answer ? ? ? This is a major draw-back for anyone wanting to
try out DVB-S.
Jim, KH6HTV

ATSC MODULATOR
For those ATV hams out there that would like
to experiment with the USA, digital TV
standard, ATSC, it appears that there is another
affordable modulator available.
The Thor
Broadcast company is offering their model HPCKT-MOD. In addition to ATSC-8VSB, it is
also capable of DVB-T, Cable QAM, and the
Japanese ISDBT.
The box accepts either
HDMI or composite video + audio inputs with
resolutions for either NTSC or PAL of 480i up
to 1080P.
The video encoding is MPEG2.
The bandwidths are limited to 6-8 MHz. For
ATSC it is 6MHz. For DVB-T it is either 6, 7
or 8 MHz. For DVB-C/QAM it is either 6 or 8
MHz. The frequency coverage is from 50 to
950 MHz in 1 kHz steps.
The output power is adjustable from +15 to +45dBmV.
+45dBmV is -4 dBm (75 Ω). It operates on 12Vdc at 1 Amp. The price is $480. The
Thor URL is: https://thorbroadcast.com/product/digital-rf-pocket-modulator-with-a-v-orhdmi-in-and-8230.html/139#specification
This modulator is very similar in specs. to the PVI model VeCoax MiniMod-2 we
discussed in the August, 2020 issue #51 of this newsletter.
Disclaimer: Your editor has NOT evaluated this modulator. I am only repeating what
I have found on the internet.
NOTE:
ATSC / 8-VSB signals can be received directly on your USA home TV
receiver. However, most home receivers will not tune to the amateur 70cm band (420450MHz) for ATSC. They expect to find ATSC signals only on the USA VHF or UHF
broadcast frequencies. Thus a down-converter would most likely be required still to
receive ATSC ATV.
Jim, KH6HTV
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DVB-T RECEIVER
We have discovered another inexpensive set-top box receiver for DVB-T. This one is
very similar to the previous one we annouced last fall which was the GT Media V7 Plus.
This is another GT Media product called the V7 Pro.
We discovered it when a new
ATV ham, Mark, KC0PXT, purchased it and brought it by our QTH to be programmed
for the ham 70cm & 33cm ATV frequencies. The on-line advertising promotes it as
strictly a DVB-S satellite receiver. Only after digging deep into the specs. does one find
that it also does DVB-T. The Amazon price is currently $44. It programmed identical to
the V7 Plus for 70cm & 33cm DVB-T, as detailed in KH6HTV application note, AN-58.
I did note that the composite video plus audio is only available via a 1/8" jack.
A
suitable A/V cable was not provided with the receiver. On the V7 Plus, the composite
video plus stereo audio inputs are RCA jacks which makes it a bit more user friendly.
Jim, KH6HTV

FEEDBACK:
Hi-Des HV-310E Modulator:

We reviewed the three Hi-Des, DVB-T,
modulators ( HV-100EH, HV-310E & HV-320E) in the Feb. 2021, issue #69, newsletter.
In this review, I (your editor), gave a "Do Not Buy" recommendation for the HV-310
primarily due to it's poor out of channel spectrum. In response, we have gotten this email letter from Dave, AH2AR, of the Dayton Ohio Amateur Radio Assoc. (DARA).
Jim --- I personally have several HV310’s and an HV320 I use for testing. I wanted to
somewhat challenge what you stated about staying away from HV310s due to the hump
artifacts as noted with a spectrum analyzer.
I would venture to say there are probably 15, HV310s being used in this tristate region.
Note that the HV 310 is used in the MidWest region and its employment is successful for
for three primary reasons:
—We all use 2MHz bandwidth here in the midwest due to its advantage for DX point-topoint contacts. Consequently, any spectral artifacts outside of the 2 MHz bandwidth is
centered on the bandwidth that may be alternately occupied by the bandwidth of an A5
signal. Any humps are well within the bandwidth used for video transmissions for ATV
use here on 70cm.
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---The DARA, ATV repeater uses an HV310 that works appreciably well. SNR from its
output is 23dB, so the waveform humps do not obviously adversely affect de-coding, as
the received signal quality from the repeater is not affected... We routinely have tropo
openings and the HV310 provides signal decoding conditions out to 90 miles.... no
mountaintops here!
--- From a practical standpoint, there will not be a realistic condition where you will find
an operating situation when the in-channel spectral energy from these humps interfere
with a secondary amateur radio user employing a narrowband mode. The -30dB lower
spectral energy as exhibited by these humps may at-worst slightly raise the noise floor of
a third party receiver, only IF that receiver was operating within the bandwidth of the
humps; IF the third party receiver was extremely close to the offending signal, and IF the
two stations’ antennas were aligned with each other. But more importantly, there will not
be any narrowband amateur radio operators using this bandwidth in this region. Again,
keep in mind we are using bandwidth normally occupied by an A5 signal.
--- The DARA, ATV repeater is using a DCI filter for DVB-T that is slightly wider than
2 MHz, so the humps are further suppressed on the ATV repeater here.
--- The HV310 is considerably less cost. This is a biggie for many people. Under the
aforementioned conditions, the lower cost is an excellent trade off.
Cheers, Dave, AH2AR

10 GHz Summer Plans
NOYE: There appears to be a ground swell of interest in 10 GHz. We had some non
trivial 10 GHz activity in 2020. In addition to the outings on 10 GHz we did a 10 GHz
antenna range test of antennas of different shapes and sizes. On one of the outings we
bounced 10 GHz signals off the Flatiron mountain. On other outings we made some
contacts at moderate distances. We did not come close to setting any distance records.
Colin, WA2YUN, has purchased a DN6NT transverter and is configuring it for the DVBT application. Chris, K0CJG, got a 2m dish from Jack, K0HEH, with plans to do
bouncing signals off atmospheric ice crystals. Jack is collecting pieces to put together a
10 GHz rig. So, this is a great time to think about plans for getting out when the weather
turns warmer, or before, and continue 10 GHz activities for 2021.
To support Chris, we will presumably need to do more than DVB-T. SSB should be in
the plans. FM may be appropriate for those ice crystals. My recollection when doing rain
scatter was that the SSB was not the best modulation scheme. We should also put rain
scatter on the To-Do list. Scattering signals off of wind mill blades is also worth doing.
73 de Don, N0YE, Boulder, CO

WB5PJB:

Sounds like fun. Rain scatter would be interesting to experiment with
during the summer months when we get regular decent-sized storms roll off the Front
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Range and head out to the eastern plains of Colorado. The angle between the Boulder
area and other locations along the Front Range should work out well, according to what
others have reported when doing rain scatter experiments. A 90 degree angle between
two stations and the storm is bad, but smaller and greater angles work well.
And, don't forget about the possibility of snow scatter. I hear it is more challenging than
rain scatter, but it's another winter time 10 GHz activity that has some possibilities,
assuming you are in your warm shack or warm vehicle while pursuing it. Here is a
Youtube video of two stations supposedly doing snow scatter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWQtzY2D3B4

I have also wondered how well 10 GHz aircraft scatter might work with planes lining up
to land at DIA ? They are moving more slowly than a high altitude airplane, are on a
predictable flight path, and much closer, so less signal loss and easier to point antennas. If
a station is pointing their dish in a fixed direction towards the landing flight path and
transmits continuously with a tone or CW, then could other people get reflections off the
aircraft for a brief period when the plane passes through the sweet spot? Planes are flying
all year long, so it could certainly be a winter radio challenge.
Gary, WB5PJB, Castle Rock, CO
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Phase Noise Issue Resolved for ADF-5355
In the previous issue #69 newsletter, we reported that Pete, WB2DVS, was working on
an improved version of the ADF5355 frequency synthesizer. Pete is designing his own
Arduino controller, etc. to control an ADF5355 pc board. In particular, he reported
improved phase noise performance with some modifications he made. This is now a
follow on with more details.
After Pete's inital report on our ATV net, I asked him to look at the ADF5355 signal
generator I had purchased online. I originally had planned to use it as the local oscillator
(LO) in my home-brew, 5.8 GHz Transverter. I gave up the idea because I found it had
excessive phase noise which seriously degraded the receiver sensitivity, compared to
using an old Frequency West brick oscillator.
The unit I purchased and Pete tested is pictured above. It was purchased from E-Bay for
$159. There is no manufactuer's label, nor model number except for the ADF5355 label
shown. These come from China. ADF5355 is an Analog Devices part number.
( www.analog.com ) for a frequency synthezier IC. The ADF5355 tunes from 54 MHz to
13.6 GHz. There are three SMA outputs on the rear panel. They are labeled A+, A-, &
B. The frequency is programmed as FA shown on the lower line in the display. The
five push buttons are for programming the frequency. They are from left to right. <--,
up, enter, down, & --> The frequency FB (SMA output B) is then computed as a
multiple of FA. To set frequency FB, enter frequency FA = 1/2 FB.
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ADF-5355, 100 MHz waveform (left) at 5ns/div and spectrum (right) sweep to 1.5 GHz
The SMA A output waveform is definitely not a sine wave, nor a square wave. It is a
very sharp doublet as shown in the above oscilloscope trace with the synthesizer set to
100 MHz. It is very rich in odd harmonics as shown by the spectrum analyzer plot.

Pete, WB2DVS, studied this synthesizer at the high end of the FA frequency range at 6.3
GHz using his Hewlett-Packard model 8561E spectrum analyzer. His test settings were
using a span of 500 kHz with resolution and video bandwidths of 3 kHz. Here is what he
saw on this ADF5355. Note the excessive phase noise sidebands which start to break
away from the CW carrier about -35dB down.
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Pete had studied carefully the Analog Devices spec. sheet for the ADF5355.
He
suspected that the culprit was excessive noise on the power supply lines. Pete then
decided to investigate the power supplies within the ADF5355 box. This schematic
shows what he found. The pc board was well laid out and all components were labeled.
The DC input is labeled for +9 to +12Vdc. It is followed by a reverse polarity protection,
series diode. This then goes to a first stage, linear voltage regulator, U3, whose output is
6 V (5.88V). The 6 V buss is then further regulated by three other linear regulators U4
(3.30V), IC1 (4.75V) and IC2 (3.08V). The ID marks on these regulator had all been
ground off.
But looking at the package details, Pete figures that the IC1 and IC2
regulators were probably low noise, Linear Technology LT-1763 ? Pete noted that the
voltage regulators that seem to be LT1763 with the numbers sanded off have outputs that
are out of spec for those parts. They are also just barely in spec for the ADF5355. The
one that measures 3.08V should be 3.3V and the one that measures 4.76V should be 5V.
The input and output capacitors on U4, IC1 & IC2 were all very tiny SMD caps and thus
probably did not have very large μF values. Pete then found that the 4.75 V output was
the most responsible for causing the phase noise seen on the above 6.3 GHz spectrum.
He found if he added a really large 1000 μF capacitor across IC1's output that the phase
noise was greatly reduced. as shown in the below photo. The phase noise has been
greatly suppressed. It breaks away from the CW carrier now about -48dB down, as
opposed to only -35dB before modification.
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ADF5355 after adding the 1,000 μF cap to IC1 --- 6.3 GHz center freq. 500 kHz span, 3
kHz BW. The phase noise break point is about -48dB down.

For comparison, Pete also measured an old, 6.3 GHz, California Microwave, brick
oscillator. This is seen in the above photo to be exceptionally clean. The phase noise
break point from the CW carrier is about -65dB down.
It should be noted that Pete also found these old brick oscillators to be very susceptible to
power supply noise. The above plot was measured using a very clean, -20Vdc from a
linear regulator power supply. When Pete used a switching power supply for the -20Vdc,
strong harmonics of the switcher's frequency were seen on the spectrum as sidebands
about -50dB down. Pete also observed that the brick oscillator drifted with warm-up,
whereas the ADF5355's frequency was quite stable.
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ADF5355 (yellow trace) & Fluke 6060 (magenta trace). 1050 MHz center freqency, 500
kHz span, 3 kHz bandwidth. Left photo is unmodified ADF5355. Right photo is after
modification.
So, after Pete returned my ADF5355 signal generator to me, I was curious to see what I
could also measure. I did not have a spectrum analyzer that would go up to 6 GHz. I
own a Rigol DSA-815 spectrum analyzer which goes up to 1.5 GHz. I also have a Fluke
6060 B/K signal generator which goes up to 1050 MHz. So, I set up my ADF5355
generator to 1050 MHz and compared before and after modification spectrums using
Pete's same settings of 500 kHz span and 3 kHz bandwidth. The above photos show the
ADF5355 compared to the Fluke signal generator. The right photo shows the trace of
the modified ADF5355 is now identical to the high quality Fluke signal generator.

ADF5355 (yellow trace) & Fluke 6060 (magenta trace). 1050 MHz center freqency, 50
kHz span, 300 Hz bandwidth. Left photo is unmodified ADF5355. Right photo is after
modification.
I also examined the really close in phase noise of the ADF5355 and the Fluke generator.
I did detect a bit higher phase noise on the ADF5355 compared to the Fluke within ± 5
kHz. I then decided to see if adding big, 1000 μF caps also on IC2 and U4 would help.
They did help slightly by a couple of dB. The greatest improvement was the 1000 μF
cap on the 4.75 V supply, IC1, as Pete had found. Note, the two traces are not exactly
centered. This is just the slight frequency offset error in the two generators compared to
the spectrum analyzer. They all do use internal TCXO, 10 MHz reference standards.
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This photo shows the simple modification made to the ADF535 signal generator. It only
consisted of adding three, 1000 μF, 20%, 6.3V, electrolytic capacitors on the outputs of
U4, IC1 and IC2. The capacitors I used were made by Nichicon. The part number is:
UVR0J102MPD. They are available from both Mouser and DigiKey.
Now for the acid test for the modified ADF5355.
I tried it out in my 5.8 GHz
Transverter. I measured the receiver sensitivity first with the existing Frequency West
brick as the LO and then using the ADF5355. They were Identical ! Thus, the phase
noise improvement was sufficient to allow use of a modified ADF5355 as the LO, rather
than the older bricks. Thank You Sir Peter, WB2DVS, for this break through ! ! !
Jim, KH6HTV

W0BTV Details:

Inputs:
439.25MHz, analog NTSC, VUSB-TV;
441MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T & 1243MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T
Output:
423MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T, or optional 421.25MHz, analog VUSB-TV. Operational
details in AN-51a
Technical details in AN-53a.
Available at:
https://kh6htv.com/application-notes/ We hold a social ATV net on Thursday afternoon
at 3 pm local Mountain time and an ATV activity night on Wednesday evenings at 7pm.
ATV nets are streamed live using the British Amateur TV Club's server, via:
https://batc.org.uk/live/kh6htvtvr or n0ye.

Newsletter Details:

This is a free newsletter distributed electronically via
e-mail to ATV hams. The distribution list has now grown to over 400. News and
articles from other ATV groups are welcomed. Permission is granted to re-distribute it
and also to re-print articles, as long as you acknowledge the source. All past issues are
archived at: https://kh6htv.com/newsletter/
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ATV HAM ADS
Free advertising space is offered here to ATV hams, ham clubs or ARES
groups. List here amateur radio & TV gear For Sale - or - Want to Buy.

KH6HTV Video is my retirement, ham shack, hobby business.
My objective is to
supply Amateur TeleVision (ATV) products to other ATV hams who are seeking an
“appliance operator” solution, rather than the necessity of “home-brewing” their own
gear.

PRICE REDUCTION:

Due to lower material costs, I am now able to lower
the price on my high power, linear amplifiers. They are the 70 cm, model 70-9B, and the
23 cm model 23-11A. Effective March 1st, I am lowering the prices from $450 to
$400.

Special Offer for Newcomers to ATV
If you are new to ATV and want to get started in high-definition, digital TV, I offer you a
special service. If you purchase an RF Linear Power Amplifier from me, I will purchase
for you (and re-sell to you at cost), the required DVB-T modulator and receiver from HiDes in Taiwan. I will program both the modulator and receiver for you. Thus, when
you receive the complete transmitter/receiver package, it will be ready to work
immediately for you.
73 & Good ATV DX de Jim, KH6HTV

